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Abstract: Polarized ir and Raman spectra have been obtained on oriented films of a-helical
poly(L-alanine) (a-PLA) and its N-deuterated derivative. These improved spectra permit a
more complete assignment of observed bands to A-, E1-, and E2-species modes. A new empirical
force field has been refined, based on ab initio force fields of N-methylacetamide and L-alanyl-
L-alanine, which reproduces observed frequencies above 200 cm01 to less than 5 cm01 . A new
transition dipole coupling treatment avoids the weak coupling and perturbation approximations,
and can now account for the newly observed and reassigned amide I (E2) mode. As a result
of this improved force field, several other observed bands have also been reassigned. q 1998
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Biopoly 46: 283–317, 1998
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INTRODUCTION racy is still amenable to significant improvement,
through better data and improved force fields.

Vibrational normal modes of an infinite regularPoly(L-alanine) (PLA) is the simplest L-type poly-
peptide, with a methyl group as its side chain. Much helix, in this case assumed to be an a-helix, are

characterized by A , E1 , and E2 symmetry species,attention has been paid to this molecule as a first
step in understanding the structures and properties where A and E1 modes are ir active, and A , E1 ,

and E2 modes are Raman active.20,21 For a completeof polypeptides and proteins. It is well known that
this molecule can take on a (folded) right-handed vibrational analysis of a-PLA, it is essential to ex-

perimentally separate and assign all the modes be-a-helix or an (extended) antiparallel-chain pleated
b-sheet conformation, depending on the sample longing to each symmetry species. Separation of A

and E1 modes is usually possible through the usepreparation methods. There have been extensive
studies of the ir1–8 and Raman9–15 spectra of a- of polarized ir radiation with an oriented sample,

and such extensive work on a-PLA was done byPLA, and several normal mode calculations on a-
PLA, based on empirical force fields, have also been Elliott. 1 Fanconi et al. 10 obtained the explicit forms

of Raman tensors corresponding to the three sym-done.3,7,8,16–18 While such analyses have enhanced
our basic understanding of the vibrational dynamics metry species, and partially succeeded in separating

modes of each symmetry species for a-PLA by us-of helical polypeptide chain structures,19 their accu-
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284 Lee and Krimm

ing polarized laser radiation. We have now been ous empirical peptide force fields are reasonably
applicable to vibrational analyses of polypeptideable to get improved polarized Raman spectra of

uniaxially oriented samples of a-PLA and its N- systems, 19 it is important to develop an improved
empirical force field for a-PLA based on ab initiodeuterated analogue, a-PLA-ND, and have been

able to clearly separate most modes belonging to calculations and our new experimental data, since
the quantum mechanical results give a much bet-each symmetry species. 22 Polarized ir and far-ir

spectra were also measured on such samples and its ter representation of the real interactions in the
molecule.N-deuterated analogue.

Although the previous normal mode analyses
from our laboratory8,18 provided a deeper under-
standing of the vibrational spectra of a-PLA, they EXPERIMENTAL
were only partially testable in the sense that no
polarized ir spectrum for the N-deuterated analogue

The PLA samples used in this study were purchased fromof a-PLA was available and the separation of Ra-
Sigma Chemical Co. (molecular weight based on viscos-man E2 modes from A and E1 modes was not com-
ity determinationÉ 23,000). The experimental details for

plete at that time. Our polarized Raman spectra of N-deuteration of the PLA chain and for the preparation of
a-PLA-ND22 have now also enabled us to correct uniaxially oriented samples are given elsewhere.22 For
earlier results: thus the previously reported 1158 the ir spectra in the 4000–500 cm01 region, oriented films
cm01 Raman band13,18 turns out to be a misreading were made on a AgCl plate. For the far-ir spectra in the
for the correct band at 1134 cm01 . 22 Our new polar- 600–50 cm01 region and for the Raman spectra, oriented

samples were made on a glass slide and sample filmsized ir spectra of a-PLA have also enabled us to
were separated later from the glass. The residual solventidentify a band at 639 cm01 , which was unnoticed
dichloroacetic acid (DCA) was removed from the filmin previous experiments, and to assign it to the am-
by extraction with diethyl ether or pure water followedide V A-species mode.
by drying in a vacuum oven at 407C. During the extrac-Based on these new experimental results, we
tion, the sample film for far-ir and Raman spectra usuallyhave done a more rigorous normal mode analysis
separated by itself from the glass slide. The separated

for a-PLA (more explicitly aI-PLA 18 ) . In order sample film was used directly for far-ir while it was
to give a more physical meaning to the refined mounted again on a glass slide for Raman spectra.
peptide force field in this calculation, the initial The detailed procedures to measure polarized Raman
force constants were based on ab initio peptide shifts and the resulting Raman spectra for a-PLA are
force fields for various conformers of trans-N- given elsewhere.22 Under our experimental setup the ob-

served polarized A , E1 , and E2 spectra correspond to themethylacetamide (NMA) and L-alanyl-L-alanine
polarizability tensor components azz , axz , and axy , respec-[ ( L-Ala )2 ] . 23, * Recent developments in computa-
tively, where the sample orientation direction is chosentional physics enable quantum mechanical ab ini-
as the z-axis. It should be noted that in the case of atio calculations to provide nearly complete prop-
uniaxially oriented sample, i.e., with random orientationerties of small molecules, such as minimum en-
about the helix axis, one cannot independently separateergy structures, force constants, and vibrational
Raman bands due to the polarizability component axx (A

intensities. In an effort to find a more reliable species) from those due to axy (E2 species) , and our
force field applicable to polypeptides and pro- polarized E2 spectrum will also contain A-species bands
teins, several detailed ab initio quantum me- from axx . 22 However, a band in the E2 spectrum can be
chanical calculations have been initiated from our confidently assigned to the E2 species if its frequency
laboratory for small peptides like NMA 24,25 and value is significantly different from that of the corre-

sponding band in the A (azz) and E1 spectra, while it( L-Ala )2 . 26– 28 We have utilized these results to
might be due to axx (A species) if it has nearly the sameprovide a more complete and reasonable starting
frequency as the corresponding band in the A spectrum.22

set for the force field optimization. While previ-
Infrared spectra of a-PLA were obtained on a Bomem

DA-3 Fourier transform ir spectrometer at 2 cm01 resolu-
tion, and are shown in Figure 1. In recording the ordinary

* During the preparation of this paper we noticed that the
range polarized ir spectra, a KRS-5 polarizer wasrefined force field in Ref. 23 contains one erroneous force con-
mounted between the MCT detector (operating at liquidstant: instead of f (NHs, CO s 3*), which is considered to be

important, the interaction force constant f (CaC s, CO 3*), which nitrogen temperature) and the KBr beam splitter, with a
is small enough to be neglected, was mistakenly used in the typical number of scans being 200. For far-ir spectral
input. The present newly refined force field has corrected this measurements, mylar films with different thicknesseserror, and although some force constants are different from the

were used as beam splitters together with a DTGS pyro-previous ones, there are only slight changes in the physical de-
scriptions of a small number of normal modes. electric detector (operating at room temperature) , and a
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Vibrational Analysis of a-PLA 285

FIGURE 1 Polarized ir and far-ir spectra of a-PLA and its N-deuterated analogue. \: Electric
vector of radiation is parallel to the sample orientation direction and ⊥: electric vector of
radiation is perpendicular to the sample orientation direction. The 2200–3500 cm01 region:
(a) a-PLA ( \) ; (b) a-PLA (⊥) ; (c) a-PLA-ND (\) ; (d) a-PLA-ND (⊥) . The 500–1700
cm01 region: (e) a-PLA ( \) ; (f ) a-PLA (⊥) ; (g) a-PLA-ND ( \) ; (h) a-PLA-ND (⊥) . The
200–700 cm01 region: ( i) a-PLA (\) ; ( j ) a-PLA (⊥) ; (k) a-PLA-ND (\) ; ( l ) a-PLA-ND
(⊥) . The 25–230 cm01 region: (m) and (o) a-PLA (\) ; (n) and (p) a-PLA (⊥) ; (q) and (s)
a-PLA-ND ( \) ; (r) and (t) a-PLA-ND (⊥) .
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286 Lee and Krimm

FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

polyethylene polarizer was used to obtain polarized far- cm01) , and 4000 with 25 mm mylar film (125–25 cm01) .
As an ir source, a globar was used above the 100 cm01ir spectra. Typical number of scans was 300 with 3 mm

mylar film (700–140 cm01) , 1000 with 6 mm mylar film region while a mercury lamp was used below the 100
cm01 region (with 25 mm mylar film).(475–100 cm01) , 2000 with 12 mm mylar film (240–50
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FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

COMPUTATION METHODS Hermitian matrix defined in mass-weighted
Cartesian coordinates:

The harmonic normal-mode frequencies of an infi-
nite regular helix are calculated by diagonalizing a FX

m(u) å M01/2B(u)†F(u)B(u)M01/2 (1)
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FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

where u is the phase difference between adjacent constant matrix and B matrix, respectively, defined
in helix symmetry coordinates.21groups, M is a diagonal matrix constructed from

triads of the atomic masses in the reference group, The force constant refinement was done by min-
imizing the quantityand F(u) and B(u) are internal coordinate force
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FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

quencies (n observed
i ) to be considered and w ( i )x 2 å ∑

NOFQ

iÅ1

{w( i)(n observed
i 0 n calculated

i )}2 (2)
is the weight factor of the i th frequency. In order
to facilitate the optimization of linearly depen-

where NOFQ is the total number of observed fre- dent parameters, the actual minimizations of
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FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

Eq. (2 ) were done by the conjugate gradient NORMAL MODE CALCULATION
method 29,30 with cubic interpolation in each line

Structure and Coordinate Definitionsminimization by using a least-squares fitting pro-
The structural parameters of a-PLA used in thisgram equipped also with the Levenberg–Mar-

quardt method. 31,32 study (Table I) are all the same as those used in
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FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

the previous study by Dwivedi and Krimm.18 Thus, axis of d Å 99.577) and h (rise per residue along
the helix axis) Å 1.495 Å. With the given helicalthe a-helix parameters are those of a 47/13 helix

with a c-axis periodicity of 70.3 Å proposed by parameters, bond lengths, bond angles, and peptide
torsion angle v (1807 for trans peptide unit) , thereBrown and Trotter33: n (number of residues per

turn) Å 3.615 (a rotation per residue about the helix are in general two possible pairs of (f,c) . 34–36
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FIGURE 1 (Continued from the previous page)

Based on the above helical parameters, the NCaC to the first pair, (f,c) Å (057.377, 047.497) , the
values of Arnott and Dover, is called the aI-helixangle is adjusted to 109.877 in order to give the

Arnott and Dover f,c values37 refined to the x-ray (equivalent to the standard a-helix of Pauling and
Corey38) , and the structure corresponding to thediffraction amplitudes. The structure corresponding
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Table I Structural Parameters for aI-PLA and aII-PLA Helices

Parameter aI-PLAa aII-PLAa

nb 3.615 3.615
hc 1.495 Å 1.495 Å
(f, c) (057.377, 047.497) (070.477, 035.757)
d(HrrrO) 1.882 Å 2.121 Å
d(NO) 2.857 Å 3.001 Å
/(NHrrrO) 164.197 145.657
/(HNO) 10.347 23.517
/(COrrrH) 156.167 136.627
/(CON) 160.447 145.817

a Reference 18.
b Number of residues per turn.
c Rise per residue.

second pair, (f,c) Å (070.477, 035.757) , is called ferent from the previous analysis, 18 the intrachain
hydrogen-bonded torsional displacements, namely,the aII-helix. 39,40 Both pairs of (f,c) fall within

the stereochemically allowed region of the energy Dt(CO) and Dt(NH), are omitted in the list of
internal coordinates of the reference group, sincecontour diagram.41,42 According to a survey by Bar-

low and Thornton,43 about 32% of all the amino their corresponding force constants are presumed to
be small enough to be neglected. For the calculationacid residues in 57 known protein crystal structures

are involved in a-helical structures with a mean of higher order B-matrix elements and cubic anhar-
monic force constants in internal coordinates,44 thehelix length of 10 residues. The average (f,c) val-

ues in a-helical segments was found to be (0627, two out-of-plane angle bend coordinates, CO ob and
NH ob, are defined in the ordinary way,46 different0417) , thus falling about midway between the val-

ues for aI and aII . The orientation of the side chain from the definition previously used in our group.18,47

The internal and local symmetry coordinates of themethyl group is taken as the staggered position with
respect to the backbone N atom, viz., a torsion angle reference group are defined in Tables II and III,

respectively.about the CaCb bond of x1 Å 607.
Since the aI-helix has (f,c) values refined to

the well-defined x-ray structure of an a-PLA sam- Force Field
ple,37 we assumed that this is the structure corre-
sponding to our actually observed ir and Raman The detailed list of ab initio NMA and peptide force

constants and our initial values for the optimizationspectra of a-PLA, and the detailed normal mode
analysis was done on this structure. According to are given elsewhere.23 In order to compare the

(scaled) ab initio force fields in Cartesian coordi-the analysis of our new polarized ir spectra, espe-
cially in the amide A region,44 there is another struc- nates for various conformers of NMA and (L-Ala)2,

they were transformed into ones in the local symme-ture, in addition to the conventional aI-helix, in our
PLA samples that contain almost no residual DCA; try coordinates defined in Table III. Every force

constant name is labeled by an interaction type in-proposals for this additional structure are considered
elsewhere.44 By using the resulting refined force dex: 0 Å interaction within the reference group, i

(positive) Å interaction between the referencefield for aI-PLA, detailed vibrational analyses can
be done for other closely related helical structures, group and the i th group away from the reference

group. When an interaction type index is greatersuch as the aII-helix and 310-helices. 43,45

The internal coordinates for a-PLA are defined than zero, the internal coordinate preceding the ref-
erence group is underlined in its force constantbased on the atom numbering and the reference

group (enclosed by a dashed line) as shown in Fig- name. From this list 23 we can determine whether
a peptide force constant depends on structure. Weure 2. Since the reference group, which is a basic

chemical repeat unit chosen arbitrarily along the assume that the internal coordinate force constants
that are not very sensitive to the local structures ofchain, contains ten atoms, there are a total of 30

normal modes in each symmetry species, with 28A , small peptides are transferable to polypeptides like
a-PLA. A structure-sensitive force constant (SSFC),29E1 , and 30E2 modes being optically active. Dif-
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FIGURE 2 (a) A schematic drawing of a-PLA with atom numbering for coordinate defini-
tions. A reference group (arbitrary) is enclosed by a dashed line. (b) Side chain residue
orientation.

i.e., one that varies significantly between structures, bend or an out-of-plane angle bend of a peptide
unit and angle bends around the adjacent Ca atom,cannot be directly transferred to other polypeptide

structures, and it is labeled by an asterisk. certainly depend on the local dihedral angles. But
the form of their explicit functional dependenceWe observed that some of the SSFCs, specifically

the interaction force constants between an angle could not be determined at this stage. Although an

Table II Internal Coordinates of a-PLA

R Name Atoms R Name Atoms

1 Dr(CaC) 25-32 (1.53 Å)a 20 Du(NCaC) 34-35-42
2 Dr(CO) 32-31 (1.24 Å) 21 Du(CbCaHa) 36-35-40
3 Dr(CN) 32-34 (1.32 Å) 22 Du(CbCaC) 36-35-42
4 Dr(NH) 34-33 (1.00 Å) 23 Du(HaCaC) 40-35-42
5 Dr(NCa) 34-35 (1.47 Å) 24 Du(CaCbH1

b) 35-36-37
6 Dr(CaCb) 35-36 (1.54 Å) 25 Du(CaCbH2

b) 35-36-38
7 Dr(CaHa) 35-40 (1.07 Å) 26 Du(CaCbH3

b) 35-36-39
8 Dr(CbH1

b) 36-37 (1.09 Å) 27 Du(H1
bCbH2

b) 37-36-38
9 Dr(CbH2

b) 36-38 (1.09 Å) 28 Du(H1
bCbH3

b) 37-36-39
10 Dr(CbH3

b) 36-39 (1.09 Å) 29 Du(H2
bCbH3

b) 38-36-39
11 Dr(HrrrO) 33-01 30 Du(COrrrH) 32-31-63
12 Du(CaCO) 25-32-31 31 Du(NHrrrO) 34-33-01
13 Du(CaCN) 25-32-34 32 Dv(CO)b 32-31-25-34
14 Du(OCN) 31-32-34 33 Dv(NH) 34-33-32-35
15 Du(CNH) 32-34-33 34 Dt(CaC) 25-32
16 Du(CNCa) 32-34-35 35 Dt(CN) 32-34
17 Du(HNCa) 33-34-35 36 Dt(NCa) 34-35
18 Du(NCaCb) 34-35-36 37 Dt(CaCb) 35-36
19 Du(NCaHa) 34-35-40

a The bond length of the equilibrium structure is shown in the parentheses.
b Out-of-plane angle bend defined as in Ref. 46.
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Table III Local Symmetry Coordinates for a-PLA

S Namea S Name

1 CaC s R1 18 Ha b2 R19 0 R23

2 CO s R2 19 Cb b1 0R18 / 2 R20 0 R22

3 CN s R3 20 Cb b2 R18 0 R22

4 NH s R4 21 CH3 sb 0R24 0 R25 0 R26 / R27 / R28 / R29

5 NCa s R5 22 CH3 ab1 0R27 0 R28 / 2 R29

6 CaCb s R6 23 CH3 ab2 R27 0 R28

7 CaHa s R7 24 CH3 r1 2 R24 0 R25 0 R26

8 CbH1
b s R8 25 CH3 r2 R25 0 R26

9 CbH2
b s R9 26 COrrrH b R30

10 CbH3
b s R10 27 NHrrrO b R31

11 HrrrO s R11 28 CO ob R32

12 CaCN d 0R12 / 2 R13 0 R14 29 NH ob R33

13 CO ib R12 0 R14 30 CaC t R34

14 CNCa d 0R15 / 2 R16 0 R17 31 CN t R35

15 NH ib R15 0 R17 32 NCa t R36

16 NCaC d R18 0 R19 / R20 0 R21 / R22 0 R23 33 CaCb t R37

17 Ha b1 0R19 / 2 R21 0 R23

a s: Stretch; d: deformation; b: angle bend; ib: in-plane angle bend; sb: symmetric angle bend; ab: antisymmetric angle bend; r:
rock; ob: out-of-plane angle bend; and t: torsion.

SSFC cannot be directly transferable to other struc- f (CH3 ab1 0) Å f (CH3 ab2 0) (4)
tures, in some cases we may infer whether its sign

f (CH3 r1 0) Å f (CH3 r2 0) (5)should be positive or negative; e.g., f (CNCa d, Cb

b2 0*), f (CO ib, NCaC d 1*), and f (CO ib, Cb f (CbH1
b s, CH3 sb 0) Å f (CbH2

b s, CH3 sb 0)
b1 1*) seem to be positive, while f (NH ib, Ha b2

Å f (CbH3
b s, CH3 sb 0) (6)0*) and f (CO ib, Cb b2 1*) seem to be negative

(d: deformation; b: angle bend; ib: in-plane angle f (CbH2
b s, CH3 ab1 0)

bend). All of our nonbonded interaction force con-
Å f (CbH3

b s, CH3 ab1 0) (7)stants had been neglected in the previous vibrational
analyses, but ab initio results show that there are

f (CbH2
b s, CH3 ab2 0)

some non-negligible ones, and most of these are
also structure sensitive. It should be noted that some Å 0 f (CbH3

b s, CH3 ab2 0) (8)
of the nonbonded interaction force constants, espe-

f (CbH2
b s, CH3 r1 0)cially those related to the transition dipole coupling

(TDC) interaction, play a crucial role in the ob- Å f (CbH3
b s, CH3 r1 0) (9)

served amide band splittings between different sym-
f (CbH2

b s, CH3 r2 0)metry species. 21 The nonbonded interaction force
constants will be discussed further in the analyses Å 0 f (CbH3

b s, CH3 r2 0) (10)
of the amide I and amide II bands.

In order to reduce the number of redundancies, (s: stretch; ab: antisymmetric angle bend; r: rock,
which is inherent in force constants defined in internal sb: symmetric angle bend).
coordinates, and to enhance transferability to other Twelve of the 121 nonzero force constants in the
structures, the initial force field was defined and re- previous aI-PLA force field,18 viz., f (CO t 0),
fined in local symmetry coordinates (Table III). Since f (NH t 0), f (CNCa d, Ha b2 0), f (NH ib, Ha b1
we assume a complete local symmetry about the side 0), f (Ha b1, Cb b1 0), f (Ha b2, Cb b1 0), f (NCachain methyl group, the following force constant rela- C d, CH3 sb 0), f (NCaC d, CH3 r2 0), f (Cb b2,
tions related to the methyl group hold: CH3 sb 0), f (Cb b2, CH3 r1 0), f (CO ob, Ha b1

1), and f (NH ob, Ha b2 0) (t: torsion), were ne-
f (CbH1

b s 0) Å f (CbH2
b s 0)

glected in this work since they were found to be
small from the ab initio calculations on small pep-Å f (CbH3

b s 0) (3)
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tides. A total of 170 force constants were considered to the low frequency modes and high values were
assigned to the well-assignable high frequencyas parameters to be fit to a total of 112 observed

frequencies of a-PLA and a-PLA-ND. Considering modes. After each fitting step, all varied force con-
stants were compared to the ab initio values, andthe symmetry relations of Eqs. (3) – (10), it looks

like at least 48 force constants have to be determined those that were significantly different from the cor-
responding ab initio values were fixed to reasonablearbitrarily from a purely mathematical point of

view. It would have been physically unrealistic to values for the next step. The final set of refined
force constants for aI-PLA is given in Table IV.reduce the number of optimized force constants to

the 112 observed data since, judging from the ab
initio results on small peptides like NMA and (L-
Ala)2, the number of nonzero force constants re-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONquired for a full description of a-PLA seems to
exceed at least 200. We have chosen instead to opti-
mize the force field so that the force constants do Calculated Frequencies and Phonon
not stray from the general range indicated by the Dispersion Curves
ab initio results. We feel this at least provides a
reasonable set of constraints on the refinement pro- Since we are dealing with only harmonic force con-

stants, force field refinement was continued onlycess. Based on the ab initio results, except for some
SSFCs (there are about 45 SSFCs among the 170 until the differences between calculated and ob-

served frequencies fell within Ç 5 cm01 in the fre-force constants) , all the other force constants were
kept within the boundaries of the ab initio predic- quency range above 200 cm01 . Considering the

highly anharmonic nature of low frequency tor-tion, with some force constants being kept constant
at some point in the refinement process. sional and out-of-plane angle bend vibrations, fur-

ther refinement is unwarranted. The calculated fre-In the force field refinement procedure, there was
no definite rule in determining the initial force con- quencies and diagonal potential energy distributions

(PEDs) of the refined force field for aI-PLA arestant values from the (scaled) ab initio ones. Over-
all, a rough average value of the (scaled) ab initio listed in Table V together with the observed fre-

quencies. The calculated dispersion curves [the fre-ones for various conformations was chosen as the
initial force constant. Values from the conforma- quencies, ni (u) , as a function of the phase differ-

ence u between adjacent groups] and the density oftions of (L-Ala)2 close to the a-PLA structure were
given more weight. Since we cannot neglect the phonon states are shown in Figure 3.

The dispersion curves were obtained by comput-effect due to the intrachain hydrogen-bonded struc-
ture in the a-helix, which is supposed to be signifi- ing normal-mode frequencies at an interval of Du

Å 27 in the positive half of the Brillouin zone (07cantly different from that of the (L-Ala)2 conform-
ers, the ab initio results for the (L-Ala)2 conforma- ° u ° 1807) . The optically active modes occur at

u Å 07 (A) , u Å 99.577 (E1) , and u Å 199.147 (E2) ,tion hydrogen bonded to four water molecules28 was
given more weight for some force constants. For which are shown by dashed lines [the E2 mode is

at u Å 160.867 in the figure since ni (0u) Å ni (u)the SSFCs, quite small initial values were assigned,
and they were not varied until we reached the point and ni (u / 3607) Å ni (u) from the symmetry] .

The n2 and n3 branches (mainly CH3 antisymmetricof fairly good fitting in the whole frequency range.
Since the ab initio hydrogen-bond-related force con- stretch, as) and the n8 and n9 branches (mainly CH3

ab) are doubly degenerate. The two lowest energystants were still under improvement, we took mod-
erate initial values for them based on the previous dispersion curves, n29 and n30 , are acoustic

branches. These branches are characterized by zeroempirical analyses and they were not varied in the
early stage of refinement. Some hydrogen-bond-re- frequencies: the two zeros at u Å 07 (A) correspond

to translation along (n29 branch) and rotation aboutlated force constants and nonbonded interaction
force constants, which tend to deviate significantly (n30 branch) the helix axis, while the doubly degen-

erate zero at u Å 99.577 (E1) corresponds to transla-from the ab initio values, were manually adjusted
to moderate values throughout the fitting processes. tions perpendicular to the helix axis.

The density of phonon states g(n) was computedFitting proceeded from the high frequency to the
low frequency region. Since most of the low fre- by counting the number of all fragments of Du Å 27

width in the phase difference range 07 ° u ° 1807quency modes are highly mixed and fairly well in-
fluenced by their corresponding high frequency that fall within each frequency range of Dn

Å 2 cm01 from 0 to 3400 cm01 . The resulting num-modes, small values of weight factors were assigned
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Table IV Refined Force Constants for aI-PLA

Force Constant
Force Constant Namea (i, j)b Value Name (i, j)b Value

Diagonal force constants
CaC s 0 (1, 1) 4.1640 Ha b2 0 (18, 18) 0.6515
CO s 0 (2, 2) 10.2318 Cb b1 0 (19, 19) 1.2201
CN s 0 (3, 3) 6.7941 Cb b2 0 (20, 20) 0.9994
NH s 0 (4, 4) 5.9786 CH3 sb 0 (21, 21) 0.5683
NCa s 0 (5, 5) 5.3109 CH3 ab1 0 (22, 22) 0.5337
CaCb s 0 (6, 6) 4.1009 CH3 ab2 0 (23, 23) 0.5337
CaHa s 0 (7, 7) 4.8324 CH3 r1 0 (24, 24) 0.6603
CbH1

b s 0 (8, 8) 4.8558 CH3 r2 0 (25, 25) 0.6603
CbH2

b s 0 (9, 9) 4.8558 COrrrH b 0 (26, 26) 0.0100
CbH3

b s 0 (10, 10) 4.8558 NHrrrO b 0 (27, 27) 0.0147
HrrrO s 0 (11, 11) 0.1410 CO ob 0 (28, 28) 0.5840
CaCN d 0 (12, 12) 1.1561 NH ob 0 (29, 29) 0.1035
CO ib 0 (13, 13) 1.1860 CaC t 0 (30, 30) 0.2780
CNCa d 0 (14, 14) 0.8582 CN t 0 (31, 31) 0.3771
NH ib 0 (15, 15) 0.5490 NCa t 0 (32, 32) 0.2849
NCaC d 0 (16, 16) 1.1532 CaCb t 0 (33, 33) 0.0940
Ha b1 0 (17, 17) 0.6090

Bonded interaction force constants
CaC s, CO s 0 (1, 2) 0.3992 NCa s, CH3 r1 0 (5, 24) 00.0232
CaC s, CN s 0 (1, 3) 0.2675 NCa s, CH3 r2 0 (5, 25) 0.0559
CaC s, NCa s 1 (1, 5) 0.2073 CO s, COrrrH b 0 (2, 26) 0.0420
CaC s, CaCb s 1 (1, 6) 0.1360 NH s, NHrrrO b 0 (4, 27) 0.0097
CO s, CN s 0 (2, 3) 1.1269 CaCN d, CO ib 0 (12, 13) 0.1420
CN s, NCa s 0 (3, 5) 0.2005 CaCN d, CNCa d 0 (12, 14) 00.0470
NCa s, CaCb s 0 (5, 6) 0.1724 CaCN d, NH ib 0 (12, 15) 0.0150
NCa s, CaHa s 0 (5, 7) 0.0903 CO ib, CNCa d 0 (13, 14) 0.0542
CaCb s, CaHa s 0 (6, 7) 0.0458 CO ib, NH ib 0 (13, 15) 00.0582
CaCb s, CbH1

b s 0 (6, 8) 0.0435 CNCa d, NH ib 0 (14, 15) 00.0270
CaCb s, CbH2

b s 0 (6, 9) 0.0435 CNCa d, NCaC d 0* (14, 16) 00.0120
CaCb s, CbH3

b s 0 (6, 10) 0.0435 CNCa d, Ha b1 0* (14, 17) 0.0440
CbH1

b s, CbH2
b s 0 (8, 9) 0.0576 CNCa d, Cb b1 0* (14, 19) 00.0022

CbH1
b s, CbH3

b s 0 (8, 10) 0.0576 CNCa d, Cb b2 0* (14, 20) 0.1004
CbH2

b s, CbH3
b s 0 (9, 10) 0.0576 NH ib, NCaC d 0* (15, 16) 0.0322

HrrrO s, CO s 3 (11, 2) 0.0100 NH ib, Ha b2 0* (15, 18) 00.0364
NH s, HrrrO s 0 (4, 11) 0.0127 NH ib, Cb b1 0* (15, 19) 0.0205
CaC s, CaCN d 0 (1, 12) 0.2945 CaCN d, NCaC d 1* (12, 16) 0.0360
CaC s, CO ib 0 (1, 13) 0.2564 CaCN d, Ha b1 1* (12, 17) 00.0560
CO s, CaCN d 0 (2, 12) 00.4322 CaCN d, Ha b2 1* (12, 18) 00.0976
CO s, CO ib 0 (2, 13) 00.0892 CaCN d, Cb b1 1* (12, 19) 00.0150
CO s, NH ib 0 (2, 15) 0.0380 CO ib, NCaC d 1* (13, 16) 0.0460
CN s, CaCN d 0 (3, 12) 0.1029 CO ib, Ha b1 1* (13, 17) 0.0280
CN s, CO ib 0 (3, 13) 00.4184 CO ib, Ha b2 1* (13, 18) 0.0195
CN s, CNCa d 0 (3, 14) 0.1918 CO ib, Cb b1 1* (13, 19) 0.1200
CN s, NH ib 0 (3, 15) 0.1549 CO ib, Cb b2 1* (13, 20) 00.0580
NH s, CaCN d 0 (4, 12) 00.0548 NCaC d, Ha b1 0 (16, 17) 0.0660
NH s, CNCa d 0 (4, 14) 00.0440 NCaC d, Ha b2 0 (16, 18) 00.0529
NCa s, CaCN d 0 (5, 12) 0.0270 NCaC d, Cb b1 0 (16, 19) 0.0555
NCa s, CO ib 0 (5, 13) 0.0692 NCaC d, Cb b2 0* (16, 20) 00.0167
NCa s, CNCa d 0 (5, 14) 0.2825 Ha b1, Ha b2 0* (17, 18) 00.0062
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Table IV (Continued from the previous page)

Force Constant
Force Constant Namea (i, j)b Value Name (i, j)b Value

NCa s, NH ib 0 (5, 15) 00.1562 Ha b2, Cb b2 0* (18, 20) 0.0404
CaCN d, NCa s 1* (12, 5) 00.0220 Cb b1, Cb b2 0* (19, 20) 00.0722
CO ib, NCa s 1* (13, 5) 0.0634 NCaC d, CH3 r1 0 (16, 24) 00.0960
NCa s, NCa C d 0 (5, 16) 0.1839 Ha b1, CH3 sb 0 (17, 21) 00.0190
NCa s, Ha b1 0 (5, 17) 00.1993 Ha b1, CH3 r1 0 (17, 24) 0.0623
NCa s, Ha b2 0 (5, 18) 0.2607 Cb b1, CH3 sb 0 (19, 21) 0.0228
NCa s, Cb b1 0 (5, 19) 0.2255 Cb b1, CH3 r1 0 (19, 24) 0.0480
NCa s, Cb b2 0 (5, 20) 0.3520 Cb b1, CH3 r2 0 (19, 25) 00.0324
CaCb s, NCaC d 0 (6, 16) 0.1602 Cb b2, CH3 ab 2 0 (20, 23) 00.0300
CaCb s, Ha b1 0 (6, 17) 0.2108 Cb b2, CH3 r2 0 (20, 25) 0.1158
CaCb s, Cb b1 0 (6, 19) 00.2671 CO ob, NCaC d 1* (28, 16) 00.0480
CaCb s, Cb b2 0 (6, 20) 00.0600 CO ob, Ha b2 1* (28, 18) 0.0340
CaHa s, NCaC d 0 (7, 16) 00.1120 CO ob, Cb b1 1* (28, 19) 0.0359
CaC s, NCaC d 1 (1, 16) 0.1760 CO ob, Cb b2 1* (28, 20) 00.0457
CaC s, Ha b1 1 (1, 17) 00.1080 NH ob, NCaC d 0* (29, 16) 00.0190
CaC s, Ha b2 1 (1, 18) 00.1300 NH ob, Ha b1 0* (29, 17) 00.0260
CaC s, Cb b1 1 (1, 19) 0.2100 NH ob, Cb b1 0* (29, 19) 00.0156
CaC s, Cb b2 1 (1, 20) 00.2003 NH ob, Cb b2 0* (29, 20) 00.0240
CaCb s, CH3 sb 0 (6, 21) 00.2772 CO ob, COrrrH 0 (28, 26) 0.0140
CbH1

b s, CH3 sb 0 (8, 21) 0.0529 NH ob, NHrrrO 0 (29, 27) 0.0040
CbH1

b s, CH3 ab1 0 (8, 22) 00.1280 CO ob, NH ob 0 (28, 29) 00.0140
CbH1

b s, CH3 r1 0 (8, 24) 0.0706 CO ob, CN t 0 (28, 31) 00.0290
CbH2

b s, CH3 sb 0 (9, 21) 0.0529 CO ob, NCa t 0 (28, 32) 00.0221
CbH2

b s, CH3 ab1 0 (9, 22) 0.0578 CO ob, NCa t 1* (28, 32) 0.0280
CbH2

b s, CH3 ab2 0 (9, 23) 0.0717 NH ob, CaC t 0 (29, 30) 0.0300
CbH2

b s, CH3 r1 0 (9, 24) 00.0394 CaC t, NH ob 1* (30, 29) 00.0180
CbH2

b s, CH3 r2 0 (9, 25) 0.0758 NH ob, CN t 0 (29, 31) 00.0250
CbH3

b s, CH3 sb 0 (10, 21) 0.0529 NH ob, NCa t 0* (29, 32) 0.0261
CbH3

b s, CH3 ab1 0 (10, 22) 0.0578 CaC t, CN t 0 (30, 31) 0.0675
CbH3

b s, CH3 ab2 0 (10, 23) 00.0717 CaC t, NCa t 1 (30, 32) 0.0860
CbH3

b s, CH3 r1 0 (10, 24) 00.0394 CN t, NCa t 0 (31, 32) 0.1090
CbH3

b s, CH3 r2 0 (10, 25) 00.0758

Nonbonded interaction force constants
NH s, CO s 3* (4, 2) 00.0286 CN s, CO s 3* (3, 2) 0.0530
CO s, NCa s 0* (2, 5) 00.0935 CN s, NCa s 1* (3, 5) 0.0898
CO s, NCa s 1* (2, 5) 0.0210 CN s, CN s 1* (3, 3) 00.0340
CO s, CO s 1* (2, 2) 0.0400 CN s, CN s 2* (3, 3) 00.0510
CO s, CO s 3* (2, 2) 00.0340 NH ib, NH ib 1* (15, 15) 00.0070
CO s, CN s 1* (2, 3) 00.0180 NH ib, NH ib 3* (15, 15) 0.0010

a s: Stretch; d: deformation; b: angle bend; sb: symmetric angle bend; ab: antisymmetric angle bend; r: rock; ib: in-plane angle
bend; ob: out-of-plane angle bend; t: torsion. Every force constant is labeled by an interaction type index: 0: interaction within the
reference group; i: interaction between the reference group and the ith group away from the reference group. When the interaction type
index is greater than zero, the internal coordinate preceding the reference group is underlined in its force constant name. Interaction
force constants sensitive to changes in local structure are labeled by an asterisk.

b Symmetry coordinates (Table III) connected by force constant.

ber for each Dn was divided by 91 in order to where p is the number of atoms in the reference
group.normalize g(n) , namely

In Table VI we list the main peaks in the calcu-
lated phonon density of states below 700 cm01 ,*

`

0

g(n) dn Å 3p(Å 30) (11)
with corresponding PEDs at each peak position.
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Table V Observed and Calculated Vibrational Frequencies (in cm01) of aI-PLA

aI-PLA

Observed Frequenciesa

Calculated
Raman IR Frequencies

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

3314 NH s(98)
3321MS 3314 NH s(98)

3311MS 3321VSc 3314 NH s(98)
3290M NH s(E1) of additional

structure
3288M 3283S NH s(A) of additional

structure
3070MW 2 1 [1548VS(E1)] Å 3096(A)
3062sh 2 1 [1539sh(E1)] Å 3078(A)
3028W 2 1 [1518W(A)] Å 3036(A)

2989S 2987M 2989 BHb2 s(52), BHb3 s(50)
2989S 2989 BHb2 s(52), BHb3 s(50)

2988S 2989 BHb2 s(52), BHb3 s(50)
2987 BHb1 s(68), BHb3 s(18),

BHb2 s(16)
2981M 2987 BHb1 s(68), BHb3 s(18),

BHb2 s(16)
2987 BHb1 s(68), BHb3 s(18),

BHb2 s(16)
2970 AHa s(100)

2970sh 2970 AHa s(100)
2970 AHa s(100)

2941VSd 2929MW 2930 BHb1 s(33), BHb2 s(33),
BHb3 s(32)

2941S 2940MW 2930 BHb1 s(33), BHb2 s(33),
BHb3 s(32)

2941S 2930 BHb1 s(33), BHb2 s(33),
BHb3 s(32)

2882M 2882M 2881M 2881W 2881MW 1461MS(A) / 1454M(E1)
Å 2915(E1)

2818W 1274M(E1) / 1548VS(E1)
Å 2822(A); 1305S(A)
/ 1518W(A) Å 2823(A)

2781VW 1266W(A) / 1518W(A)
Å 2784(A)

2747MW 2747W 2745W 1460MS(A) / 1306S(A)
Å 2766(A)

1665MW 1665 CO s(78), ACN d(11)
1659S 1661 CO s(80), ACN d(11)

1656VS 1658VS 1658 CO s(83), ACN d(11)
1632sh 891(E1) / 752(A)

Å 1643(E1); b structure (?)
1552 NH ib(60), CN s(33),

NA s(10)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA

Observed Frequenciesa

Calculated
Raman IR Frequencies

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

1548VS 1547 NH ib(58), CN s(35),
NA s(10)

1539sh NH ib(E1) of additional
structure

1518W 1521 NH ib(59), CN s(33),
NA s(10)

1460MS 1461MS 1460 CH3 ab2(86), CH3 r2(10)
1461MW 1460 CH3 ab2(86)

1459 CH3 ab2(86)
1454S 1456 CH3 ab1(91)

1456MS 1454M 1456 CH3 ab1(91)
1455 CH3 ab1(91)

1381 CH3 sb(98), AB s(10)
1384MS 1381 CH3 sb(99), AB s(10)

1381MW 1380W 1381 CH3 sb(100), AB s(10)
1337M 1338 AC s(21), Ha b2(20),

NH ib(15), Ha b1(11)
1334sh 1334 Ha b2(31), AC s(19),

NH ib(11), Ha b1(10)
1331S 1330M 1328 Ha b2(57), AC s(14)

1313sh 1310M 1311 Ha b2(35), Ha b1(23), CN
s(10)

1309 Ha b2(57), CN s(10)
1306S 1305S 1305 Ha b1(55)

1285MW 1283 Ha b1(57), NH ib(11)
1275MW 1274M 1278 Ha b1(42), NH ib(15)

1264MW 1266W 1263 NH ib(23), CN s(17),
Ha b1(16), AC s(12),
Ha b2(12)

1171MS 1169 NA s(44), CH3 r1(12)
1169 NA s(42), CH3 r1(16),

NAC d(10)
1167MS 1168M 1169 NA s(49), CH3 r2(14),

Ha b2(13)
1108MS 1109M 1110 AB s(24), CH3 r1(24)

1106S 1108W 1110 CH3 r1(34), AB s(24),
NAC d(11)

1106S 1107 AB s(28), CH3 r1(16), B
b1(10)

1094W b structure (?)
1070MW 1068 CH3 r2(41), CH3 r1(12)

1051W 1050MS 1051 CH3 r2(33), AB s(15)
1015W 1012VW 1013 AB s(29), CH3 r2(15),

CH3 r1(14), Ha b1(11),
CN s(11)

966MW 970W 970 CH3 r2(44), AC s(18),
NA s(14), AB s(13)

942VW 943 CH3 r2(30), NA s(14),
CN s(11)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA

Observed Frequenciesa

Calculated
Raman IR Frequencies

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

930MW 932 CH3 r2(26), CN s(15),
NA s(14), CH3 r1(12),
CNA d(11)

908VVS 908M 909 CNA d(19), CO ib(16),
CH3 r1(12)

892sh 891M 892 AB s(22), CH3 r1(21),
CO ib(16)

882MW 882 AB s(38), CH3 r1(21),
CO ib(15)

771VW 772MW 773 CO ob(53), B b1(12)
764 CO ob(62), B b1(14)

752MW (753MW)e 752 CO ob(68)
693MW (693MW)e 693MW 695 NAC d(41), ACN d(23),

CH3 r1(18)
661MW 665 CO ib(20), AC s(19),

NH ob(17)
659MS 661 NAC d(13), NH ob(12),

NA t(12), CN t(11),
CO ob(11), AC s(10),
ACN d(10)

638MW 639M 635 NH ob(56), CN t(52),
NA t(34), NH:O b(13)

612MS 616 CN t(46), NH ob(40),
NA t(26), NH:O b(10)

612 CN t(55), NH ob(33),
NA t(32), NH:O b(10)

530VS 529MS 530 CO ib(27), AC s(21),
ACN d(14), AB s(12)

530MS 528M 527 NAC d(28), CO ib(17),
AC s(17)

530S 518 NAC d(34), AC s(15)
374MS 374 B b1(26), B b2(18),

NAC d(11)
375M 374M 372 B b1(28), CO ib(21),

CNA d(12), NAC d(11)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA

Observed Frequenciesa

Calculated
Raman IR Frequencies

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

374M 373M 371 B b1(29), CO ib(23),
CNA d(15)

329W 328MW 327 B b2(49), ACN d(16)
311M 314 CO ib(23), CNA d(21),

B b2(19), NAC d(16),
ACN d(15)

290VW (290MW)e 289M 291 B b2(41), B b1(12),
CO ib(12)

263MS 263VW 266 B b2(33), AC t(13),
AB t(11)

229 AB t(89)
229 AB t(82)

217 AB t(84)
209M 208 B b2(37), ACN d(14),

B b1(11), NH ob(10), AB
t(10)

189M 188MW 197 B b1(16), B b2(16),
AB t(10)

163M 163MW 172 CNA d(26), AC t(23),
ACN d(15), NAC d (10)

162M 162 NH ob(29), NA t(17),
CNA d(12)

151 ACN d(24), NAC d(20),
CNA d(19), AC t(18),
NA t(15)

116M 125 AC t(22), NA t(21),
CN t(18), B b2(10)

119sh 119M 118 AC t(24), NA t(17),
CN t(14), CNA d(14),
H:O s(13)

84M (84VW)f 95 CN t(35), AC t(26),
CNA d(14)

60sh 75 AC t(32), B b1(14), NA t(14)
47 AC t(66), NA t(36),

H:O s(29), NH ob(25)
41 CN t(26), AC t(24),

NH ob(18), NA t(12),
H:O s(11)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA-ND

Calculated
Observed Frequenciesa Frequencies

Raman IR

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

2989sh 2989 BHb2 s(52), BHb3 s(50)
2989 BHb2 s(52), BHb3 s(50)

2989 BHb2 s(52), BHb3 s(50)
2983M 2987 BHb1 s(68), BHb3 s(18),

BHb2 s(16)
2979M 2987 BHb1 s(68), BHb3 s(18),

BHb2 s(16)
2987 BHb1 s(68), BHb3 s(18),

BHb2 s(16)
2970 AHa s(100)

2970sh 2970 AHa s(100)
2970 AHa s(100)

2927W 2930 BHb1 s(33), BHb2 s(33),
BHb3 s(32)

2940MW 2930 BHb1 s(33), BHb2 s(33),
BHb3 s(32)

2930 BHb1 s(33), BHb2 s(33),
BHb3 s(32)

2473W 2433 ND s(97)
2432 ND s(97)

2468Sg 2432 ND s(97)
2447W ND s(E1) of additional

structure
2438sh ND s(A) of the additional

structure
2414W

2406MS 1429(A) / 1000M(A)
Å 2429(A)

1657 CO s(82), CN s(10),
ACN d(10)

1659MS 1658S 1654 CO s(83), CN s(12),
ACN d(10)

1647VS 1648VS 1650 CO s(86), CN s(11),
ACN d(10)

1627sh 882(E1) / 751(A)
Å 1633(E1); b structure (?)

1471 CH3 ab2(36), CN s(27),
NA s(14), AC s(11)

1471sh 1472M 1469 CH3 ab2(36), CN s(27),
NA s(11), AC s(10)

1461MS 1465M 1460 CH3 ab2(82)
1453sh 1457 CH3 ab1(83)

1457S 1456 CH3 ab1(74), CH3 ab2(16)
1455S 1456 CH3 ab1(89)

1444sh 1445S 1449 CH3 ab2(37), CN s(25),
CH3 ab1(14)

1448 CH3 ab2(51), CN s(24)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA-ND

Calculated
Observed Frequenciesa Frequencies

Raman IR

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

1429sh (1429W)e 1429 CN s(49), ND ib(17),
NA s(15), CO ib(15),
AC s(11)

1382MW 1381 CH3 sb(100), AB s(10)
1382M 1381 CH3 sb(100), AB s (10)

1379MW 1377MW 1381 CH3 sb(100), AB s(10)
1327S 1327M 1328 Ha b2(58), AC s(15)

1327MS 1323M 1324 Ha b2(60)
1324MS 1321 Ha b2(59), Ha b1(10)
1296M 1297 Ha b1(57), Ha b2(20)

1296M 1295W 1296 Ha b1(65), Ha b2(13)
1296M 1295MW 1294 Ha b1(73)

1179MW 1175 NA s(32), AC s(16)
1171M 1168MW 1174 NA s(39), Ha b2(18),

AC s(14), CH3 r2(10)
1174 NA s(28), AC s(17),

ND ib(11), Ha b1(11)
1149 CH3 r1(22), CH3 r2(13)

1142sh 1144W 1143 CH3 r1(30), NAC d(11)
1134M 1134VW 1135 CH3 r1(39), NAC d(15),

AB s(11)
1075 CH3 r2(28), AB s(20),

CH3 r1(19)
1062MW 1061M 1060 CH3 r2(26), AB s(23),

CH3 r1(14)
1017VW 1016MW 1015 AB s(45), Ha b1(10)
1001MS 1000M 1001 CH3 r2(37), ND ib(23)

973M 974W 975 ND ib(49), CN s(11)
968M 970 ND ib(56), CN s(10), CH3

r2(10)
946S 946MW 942 ND ib(23), CH3 r2(16),

AC s(12), CN s(10), NA
s(10)

936sh 931 CH3 r2(27), NA s(15)
922W 920 CH3 r2(24), NA s(16),

CN s(15), CH3 r1(13),
CNA d(10)

888VVS 887M 888 CO ib(17), CNA d(17),
CH3 r1(14), NA s(11)

882M 883 CH3 r1(20), AB s(17),
CO ib(16)

878sh 880 AB s(36), CH3 r1(18),
CO ib(15)

764W 764M 766 CO ob(55), B b1(11)
759 CO ob(63), B b1(14)

751W (753MW)e 748 CO ob(70)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA-ND

Calculated
Observed Frequenciesa Frequencies

Raman IR

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

685W (685M)e 682MW 684 NAC d(39), ACN d(21),
CH3 r1(15)

655M 651 CO ib(25), AC s(20),
NAC d(13)

649M 646 NAC d(19), CO ob(15),
AC s(13), ACN d(13),
CO ib(12)

524VS 523MS 527 CO ib(26), ACN d(18),
AC s(18), AB s(10)

525VS 524M 521 NAC d(28), AC s(17),
CO ib(16)

525VS 515 NAC d(32), AC s(16)
465MS 468 ND ob(58), CN t(50),

NA t(28), ND:O b(11)
459MS 459 ND ob(56), CN t(51),

NA t(32), ND:O b(12)
450 CN t(58), ND ob(51),

NA t(36), ND:O b(12)
374MS 372 B b1(27), B b2(17), NAC

d(10)
374M 372M 371 B b1(26), CO ib(22),

CNA d(13), NAC d(12)
374MS 372M 370 B b1(28), CO ib(24),

CNA d(15)
326W 326MW 321 B b2(51), ACN d(16)

308MS 311 CO ib(22), CNA d(21),
B b2(21), NAC d(17),
ACN d(15)

287W (289M)e 288M 287 B b2(55), B b1(11),
CO ib(11)

262MS 259 B b2(20), AB t(16),
AC t(13), ACN d(11)

228 AB t(91)
228 AB t(84)

216 AB t(80)
207M 207 B b2(37), ACN d(14),

B b1(12)
187MS 185MW 195 B b1(17), B b2(15),

ACN d(10)
162M 162MW 171 CNA d(27), AC t(24),

ACN d(15)
161M 159 ND ob(25), NA t(20),

CNA d(12), ACN d (10)
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Table V (Continued from the previous page)

aI-PLA-ND

Calculated
Observed Frequenciesa Frequencies

Raman IR

A E1 E2 A E1 A E1 E2 Potential Energy Distributionb

150 ACN d(24), CNA d(19),
NAC d(19), AC t(18),
NA t(15)

115M 125 AC t(23), NA t(21), CN
t(18), B b2(10)

120M 122M 118 AC t(24), NA t(17),
D:O s(14), CNA d(14),
CN t(13)

86MS (88VW)f 95 CN t(35), AC t(27),
CNA d(14)

60sh 75 AC t(31), NA t(15), B b1(14)
47 AC t(66), NA t(35),

D:O s(29), ND ob(26)
41 CN t(25), AC t(23),

ND ob(18), NA t(12), D:O
s(11)

a V: very; S: strong; M: medium; W: weak; sh: shoulder.
b Diagonal contributions ¢10. A: Ca ; B: Cb ; Ha: Ha ; Hb: Hb ; CH3: side chain methyl group; H:O: HrrrO (hydrogen bond); s:

stretch; b: angle bend; d: deformation; ab: antisymmetric angle bend; r: rock; sb: symmetric angle bend; ob: out-of-plane angle bend;
t: torsion.

c The unperturbed frequency of this band is predicted near 3314 cm01 due to FR between the NH s fundamental and the first
overtone of amine II(A).44

d FR analysis gives values near 2930 cm01 as the unperturbed frequency of this band.51,52

e We cannot independently separate E2-species from A-species modes for a uniaxially oriented sample, and our E2 spectra contain
some bands due to the axx component (A species).22 After trials, this band was better assigned to the A species rather than to the E2

species, and in some cases the observed ir A band clearly supported this assignment.
f From the polarized Raman spectra, bands near 84 cm01 are well assignable to E2 modes, which are not active in the ir. Observation

of this ir band with a very weak intensity is possibly due to some irregularities in the helical structure, or to end effects.
g The unperturbed frequency of this band is predicted near 2449 cm01 from the FR analysis.44

Except for small details, the results shown here modes involving the displacements of hydrogen
atoms dominate the INS spectrum. 49 Therefore, itare nearly the same as those in a previous study. 48

Since peaks in an inelastic neutron scattering is believed that the calculated peak positions in
Table VI having large PED contributions from co-( INS) spectrum of a molecule represent the energy

gain or loss of the scattered neutrons by the quanta ordinates like CaCb t, HrrrO s, or NH ob, etc.,
will give rise to the observed peaks in the INSof molecular rotational or vibrational energy, they

are closely related to the density of phonon states spectrum of a-PLA. 50 (Different from the selec-
tion rules of optically active vibrational tran-of the molecule; especially in the incoherent scat-

tering process, they correspond to the higher den- sitions, all phase difference values in the first
Brillouin zone are permitted in the INS process) .sity of phonon states. It is well known that in the

INS process the hydrogen atom mainly acts as an Overall, the observed INS peaks are well assign-
able to the calculated peak points of phonon den-incoherent scatterer and its incoherent scattering

cross section is approximately an order of magni- sity. Attention should be paid to the observed
strong peak near 230 cm01 , which is well ac-tude larger than those of other nuclei, so that the
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FIGURE 3 Dispersion curves and phonon density of states of aI-PLA: (a) 0–1200 cm01

region and (b) 1200–3400 cm01 region.
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FIGURE 3 (Continued from the previous page)
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Table VI Calculated Main Peaks in Phonon Density of States and Observed INS Peaks of a-PLA

Peak Positions

Obs.a Calc. Branch Potential Energy Distributionb

22 n30 (527) : NH:O d(27), CN t(20), NA t(18), NH ob(12), AC t(12)
44 n30 (1807) : AC t(84), NA t(78), NH ob(28)
47 n30 (1607) : AC t(65), NA t(33), H:O s(30), NH ob(25)
79 n29 (1807) : AC t(28), B b1(20), NH ob(11), CNA d(11)

80M ({5) 83 n29 (467) : H:O s(54), CNA d(12)
119 n28 (567) : AC t(38), NA t(30), CN t(20)
121 n28 (347) : AC t(27), NA t(19), H:O s(18), CN t(16), CNA d(11)
126 n28 (967) : AC t(25), NA t(21), CN t(18)

165M ({12) 161 n27 (1807) : NH ob(29), NA t(17), ACN d(10), CNA d(10)
168 n27 (707) : CNA d(20), ACN d(19), NAC d(15), AC t(12), H:O s(11)
173 n27 (1107) : AC t(26), CNA d(25), NH ob(16), ACN d(11)
196 n26 (1067) : B b1(17), B b2(17), ACN d(11)
209 n26 (1807) : B b2(38), ACN d(15), B b1(11)
217 n26 (07) : AB t(84)

230S ({19) 228 n25 (1167) : AB t(87)
229 n25 (1807) : AB t(89)
307 n24 (1807) : CO ib(24), CNA d(24), NAC d(18), B b2(18), ACN d(14)
327 n24 (967) : B b2(48), ACN d(16)
364 n23 (1287) : B b1(28), CO ib(21), CNA d(13)
372 n23 (07) : B b1(28), CO ib(21), CNA d(12), NAC d(11)
377 n23 (1807) : B b1(26), B b2(18), NAC d(12)
520 n22 (1807) : NAC d(34), AC s(15)
524 n22 (647) : CO ib(24), AC s(19), NAC d(14), ACN d(11)
527 n22 (947) : NAC d(26), CO ib(19), AC s(18)
611 n21 (1807) : CN t(57), NA t(32), NH ob(31)

600M ({70) broad 615 n21 (1107) : CN t(47), NH ob(38), NA t(26), NH:O d(10)
617 n21 (1327) : CN t(52), NH ob(37), NA t(30), NH:O d(11)
634 n21 (387) : CN t(53), NH ob(52), NA t(32), NH:O d(12)
635 n21 (07) : NH ob(56), CN t(52), NA t(34), NH:O d(13)
657 n20 (1267) : NH ob(15), CO ib(14), AC s(13), NAC d(11), NA t(10)
667 n20 (1807) : CO ib(21), AC s(19), NH ob(17)

a From Ref. 50.
b Diagonal contributions ¢ 10.

counted for by the dominant portion of PED from is also found in our ir spectrum of an unoriented a-
CH3 t as predicted by peaks at 217, 228, and PLA sample.44 This doublet feature in the amide A
229 cm01 . band of a-PLA was not seen in previous studies,

where only a single broad and strong band was
observed near 3293 cm01 in a polarized ir spectrum
of an oriented sample1 and near 3307 cm01 in an ir

Band Analysis spectrum of an unoriented sample.8 We find that all
these observed features are highly dependent on theAmide A and Amide B Region. A detailed band
amount of residual DCA in the solid a-PLA film.44analysis of this region is given elsewhere.44 In the
A similar doublet is observed in the polarized Ra-region of the amide A mode (essentially NH s), we
man spectrum22 at 3311MS(A) and 3288M(A)observed two bands with strong parallel dichroism
cm01 , i.e., with a smaller splitting, and is associatedat 3321VS(A) and 3283S(A) cm01 for an oriented
with a thicker sample containing more DCA thansample containing nearly no residual DCA [Figure

1(a,b)] . This doublet feature in the amide A mode the infrared sample. As the DCA amount in an ori-
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ented sample increases, the amide A doublet con- amide II(A) band and its overtone could not be
clearly identified.44verges to a slightly broad single band centered near

3295VS(A) cm01 , thus showing the same features
CH Stretch Region. Three main bands were ob-observed in the previous studies. 1,8 Although the
served in the region related to the CH s vibrations.3283S cm01 band in the amide A doublet is coinci-
The first band, an ir doublet at 2987M(A) anddent with the characteristic b-PLA band,1 its strong
2981M(E1) cm01 , on N-deuteration at 2989sh(A) ,parallel dichroism is opposite to that of an oriented
2983M(A) , and 2979M(E1) cm01 , and a broad Ra-b-PLA structure, and no other strong characteristic
man band near 2989S cm01 , is assigned to the nearlyb band (e.g., 1632, 1524, and 1222 cm01) appears in
degenerate CH3 as mode as in previous studies. 18the spectrum. Considering the observed very weak
The second band, which is very strong in Raman atintensity of 1632 (⊥) and 1221 ( \) cm01 in our
2941VS(A) with a shoulder near 2928 cm01 and asample, the relative intensity of the 3283(A) cm01

medium weak doublet in ir at 2940MW(E1) andband to that at 3321(A) cm01 is too strong to attri-
2929MW(E1) cm01 , on N-deuteration the lowerbute it to b-PLA. We therefore exclude a b-PLA
frequency component appearing near 2925MW(E1)origin for the 3283S(A) cm01 band, and discuss its
cm01 , is assigned to CH3 ss. Rabolt et al. 8 reportedpossible origin in greater detail elsewhere.44

that the splitting in this band is temperature depen-In the amide B region, a doublet of nearly the
dent. In an ir spectrum, they observed a single bandsame separation as in the amide A region is ob-
at 2930 cm01 at 373 K, which is the same frequencyserved at 3066MW(A) and 3028W(A) cm01 . The
as in b-PLA at room temperature; a doublet at 2939broad 3066MW(A) cm01 band, which seems to be
and 2925 cm01 , with more intensity in the highercomposed of more than one band, probably origi-
frequency component at 300 K; and at 120 K, anates from both an overtone of the 1548VS(E1)
doublet with a splitting increased by 3–4 cm01 andcm01 band of aI-PLA and that of the 1539sh(E1)
with more intensity in the lower frequency compo-cm01 band of the additional structure. The
nent. As suggested by them, this splitting may be3028W(A) cm01 band, which was not reported in
due to the presence of CH3rrrCH3 nonbonded in-previous studies, also disappears on N-deuteration
teractions between adjacent chains, which has notand moves upward with weaker intensity as the
been included in the present force field for a-PLA.amount of residual DCA increases in the sample.
It is still a puzzle that the band near 2940 cm01

This is assigned to an overtone of the 1518W(A)
shows a strong A-species characteristic in Raman,cm01 band of aI-PLA, which is the only major band
different from a small E1-species characteristic inin this region that is in Fermi resonance (FR) with
ir. The third main band, observed in the ir at

the amide A fundamental at 3321VS (A) cm01 ac-
2881MW(A , E1) cm01 (on N-deuteration this band

cording to our calculation of the anharmonic cubic
significantly decreasing in intensity) and in the Ra-

interaction force constants. 44 Thus, from the re-
man near 2882M cm01, is assigned to a combination

solved band intensities the unperturbed A-species of the bands at 1461MS(A) (mainly CH3 ab2) and
frequency of the amide A mode for aI-PLA is pre- 1454M(E1) cm01 (mainly CH3 ab1), while this
dicted at 3314(A) cm01 , 44 which is significantly band had been assigned to the methyne CaHa s in
higher than the value of 3279 cm01 predicted in the the previous studies.8,18

previous a-PLA study.8

In fact, the main features observed in the CH
On N-deuteration, we observed three ir bands stretch region of a-PLA are nearly the same as those

related to ND s vibrations, at 2468S(A) , of L-Ala and (L-Ala)2 . In detailed vibrational
2438sh(A) , and 2406MS(A) cm01 . The shoulder CD and solution-phase Raman studies on L-Ala and
at 2438 cm01 seems to originate from the additional its deuterated isotopomers by Nafie and associ-
structure. We assume that the 2406MS(A) cm01

ates, 51–53 it was reported that when the side chain
band is due to the aI-helix, and can be considered methyl group is replaced by CD3 the three main
as a combination of the bands at 1429(A) and bands disappear and a new broad band centered near
1000M(A) cm01 , and that this band is in FR with 2970 cm01 appears, which seems to make this band
the ND s band at 2468S(A) cm01 . A similar FR assignable to CaHa s. We also observed a weak
analysis44 predicts the unperturbed fundamental fre- shoulder at the same position in a Raman E1 spec-
quency of the ND s mode for the aI-helix at trum of a-PLA and in an ir E1 spectrum of a-PLA-
2449(A) cm01 . ND, and this band is assigned to CaHa s. Although

A quantitative FR analysis for the additional this is higher than the well-assigned methyne CH s
near 2870–2880 cm01 in hydrocarbons,54 the pres-structure could not be done since the corresponding
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ent assignment is supported by ab initio calcula- deuteration, ND ib now contributes to ir and Raman
bands in the 1000–940 cm01 region, most of thetions, which place this mode Ç 100 cm01 higher in

(L-Ala)2 than in hydrocarbons (N. G. Mirkin and modes being highly mixed.
Although the ordinary valence-type force fieldS. Krimm, private communication). Although the

CH3 s vibrations are highly localized, it is very dif- cannot reproduce the observed splittings in the am-
ide I and amide II bands of a-PLA and b-PLA,ficult to determine their unperturbed harmonic fre-

quencies without full consideration of anharmonic a TDC perturbation treatment55,56 was capable of
accounting for the then-observed affects. 8,18 In thesecorrections, since these vibrations are also highly

anharmonic as is the amide A vibration. It seems perturbation treatments, the amide I and amide II
transition dipole moments of each peptide groupthat there is an FR between the CH3 ss fundamental

and a combination of CH3 ab1 (E1) and CH3 ab2 were considered in a weak coupling approxima-
tion20 to be independent of the phase difference(A) . Adopting the result of FR analysis on L-Ala

by Nafie and associates, we chose 2930(E1) cm01 between adjacent groups. Although this treatment
is successful in reproducing the observed amideas the approximate unperturbed frequency of the

CH3 ss mode observed at 2940MW(E1) cm01 . I(A) and amide II(E1) frequencies, it gives a large
deviation for the observed amide I(E2) frequency,As also reported by Rabolt et al.,8 two weak bands,

both with parallel dichroism, are observed in the ir which we now find at 1665 cm01 in the polarized
Raman spectrum,22 and the predicted E1 frequency2800(A) cm01 region, which disappear on N-deutera-

tion. The 2818W(A) cm01 band could arise from a is significantly lower than the observed value. In
our new TDC analysis for a-PLA,21 we have showncombination of the 1274M(E1) cm01 band and amide

II at 1548VS(E1) cm01 , or from a combination of the that the weak coupling assumption, viz., that
changes in the dipole moment in a group are due1305S(A) cm01 band and amide II at 1518W(A)

cm01, while the 2781VW(A) cm01 band could come solely to changes in the coordinate displacements in
that group, is inadequate to reproduce the observedfrom a combination of the 1266(A) cm01 band and

amide II at 1518W(A) cm01 . amide I(E2) frequency. We find that, in addition to
the interaction within the reference group (type 0),
interactions of type 1 and type 3 are also important
for the a-helix. The calculated amide I(E2) fre-Amide I and Amide II Region. The calculated

PEDs for the amide I modes are about CO s(80) and quency is very sensitive to the value of the interac-
tion force constant f (CO s, CO s 1) (interactionCaCN d(11), with vibrational transition moments

being nearly parallel to the helix axis. We observed distance É 3.2 Å) , and even if only this interaction
force constant is combined with the previous a-a very strong infrared band at 1658VS(A) and a

Raman band at 1656VS(A) cm01 , which on N-deu- PLA force field,18 with its value adjusted to the
average value of 0.042 mdyn/Å of the eleven scaledteration shift down to 1648VS(A , ir ) and

1647VS(A , Raman) cm01 with CO s(86), CN ab initio force constants for the various (L-Ala)2

conformers,23 the calculated E2 frequency becomess(11), and CaCN d(10). Related to the perpendicu-
lar components, we observed a strong band at 1661 cm01 , in close agreement with the observed

value.1659S(E1 , ir ) cm01 , and on N-deuteration a strong
band in the ir and a medium shoulder in the Raman, As a simple way to reproduce all the observed

amide I and amide II frequencies, some importantboth at 1658(E1) cm01 . An additional important
feature is the observation of a new Raman band at nonbonded interaction force constants can be intro-

duced directly into the ordinary valence-type force1665MW cm01 , which we find can be assigned to
an E2-species mode.22 The ir shoulder near 1632 field, avoiding the perturbation treatment. From the

listed ab initio peptide force fields,23 the importantcm01 , which is more prominent in E1 spectra, on
N-deuteration shifting to 1627 cm01 , may arise from nonbonded interaction force constants of type 0 and

type 1 could be easily chosen. Those of type 2 ora small portion of b-PLA, or from the combination
bands involving CO ib and CO ob modes. type 3, which are not available from ab initio calcu-

lations of present structures, were selected on theIn the amide II modes, the calculated PEDs show
about NH ib(59) and CN s(34), with vibrational basis of interaction force constant values calculated

under the weak coupling approximation through atransition moments nearly perpendicular to the helix
axis. In the polarized ir spectra we observed a very classical dipole–dipole interaction scheme by using

the ab initio dipole moment derivatives for NMA.24strong band at 1548VS(E1) cm01 and a weak band
at 1518(A) cm01 , while the corresponding Raman Even though the calculated values of some force

constants, such as f (NH ib, NH ib 1) (interactionintensities are too weak to be recognized. On N-
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distance É 2.8 Å) and f (NH ib, NH ib 3), are very rivative distributions.57 The ir A-species CH3 ab2
mode remains nearly unchanged at 1465M(A)small from both the ab initio and the dipole–dipole

interaction scheme, they are not negligible in the cm01 . The CH3 ab1 E1 mode is not recognizable in
the ir, although it is observed at 1457S(E1) cm01force field refinement since the splitting, in this case

of the amide II modes, is very sensitive to their in the Raman, probably due to the presence of the
new strong band at 1445S(E1) cm01 . The newlyvalues. The hydrogen-bond-related intergroup force

constant f (HrrrO s, CO s 3) was also found to appearing Raman band near 1429(sh-A , W -E2)
cm01 was not considered in the early refinementbe important, since it seems to be non-negligible

and to be closely related to the amide I frequency, process since its assignment to a symmetry species
was uncertain. However, this band was well pre-although no calculation has been done for its value.

Of course, each optimized intergroup interaction dicted as an A-species mode during the refinement
process, and must be associated with the calculatedforce constant includes the effects from other inter-

actions, such as hydrogen bonding and van der frequency at 1428(A) cm01 , mainly CN s(49) and
ND ib(17), thus reasonably qualifying as the amideWaals interactions, in addition to that from TDC.

As can be seen, all the observed amide I and amide II* mode (the more prominent intensity in the E2

than in A spectrum might be due to an axx compo-II bands are very well reproduced.
nent22) .

The highly localized bands at 1380W(A , ir ) ,
1384MS(E1 , ir ) , and 1381MW(A , Raman) cm01 ,CH Bend and Amide III Region. For the bending

vibrations of the side chain CH3 groups, five bands on N-deuteration at 1377MW(A , ir ) , 1382M cm01

(E1 , ir ) , and 1379MW(A , Raman) cm01 , andare expected to be observable from the symmetry,
with modes corresponding to CH3 ab1 and CH3 ab2 which were also reported to remain unchanged near

1380 cm01 in b-PLA,58,59 are assigned to the CH3being nearly degenerate. For the CaHa b modes,
two nondegenerate vibrations are expected to be ss mode, and are well reproduced in our calculation.

The observed bands at 1330M(A , ir ) , 1331S(A ,observable. From the studies on solution-phase L-
Ala and its deuterated isotopomers, Nafie and asso- Raman), and 1337M(E2 , Raman) cm01 are as-

signed to Ha ab2 and CaC s, with the A-speciesciates51 assigned a band at 1459MS cm01 , which
splits into two bands at 1480S and 1460M cm01 in mode being mostly Ha ab2, while the E2 mode addi-

tionally contains a small amount of NH ib. In thethe solid phase, to the CH3 ab mode and a band at
1375sh cm01 , which appears as a distinct band at observed bands at 1305S(A , ir ) , 1310M(E1 , ir ) ,

1306S(A , Raman), and 1313sh(E1 , Raman) cm01 ,1373M cm01 on CaDa substitution, to the CH3 ss
mode, since all these bands disappear on CD3 substi- the E1 band arises from both Ha ab2 and Ha ab1,

while the A band arises mainly from Ha ab1.tution. They also concluded that the two CH3 r
modes occur near 1000 and 900 cm01 , while the The bands assigned to the amide III modes in

the previous a-PLA studies are observed attwo bands at 1351S and 1301M cm01 , which disap-
pear on CaDa substitution, are assignable to CaHa 1266W(A) and 1274M(E1) cm01 in the ir and at

1264MW(A) , 1275MW(E1) , and 1285MW(E2)bends. This can be a general guide to assign the CH
bend modes in the observed a-PLA spectra. cm01 in the Raman, and all the bands are well repro-

duced in our calculation. The calculated PEDs showThus, the observed a-PLA doublet at 1461MS(A)
and 1454M(E1) cm01 in the ir and at 1460MS(A) , that these bands are closely related to Ha ab1 and

amide II. On N-deuteration, the bands related to the1456MS(E1) , and 1454S(E2) cm01 in the Raman,
are assignable to the nearly degenerate CH3 ab CaHa bends are well separated: the observed bands

at 1327M(A , ir ) , 1323M(E1 , ir ) , 1327S(A , Ra-modes. On N-deuteration, interesting new features
related to this doublet were observed that were quite man), and 1324MS(E2 , Raman) cm01 are mostly

from Ha ab2, and the highly localized bands atuncertain in previous studies. It seems that CN s
mixes heavily with CH3 ab2 in E1- and E2-species 1295(MW-A , W -E1 , ir ) and 1296M(A , E1 , E2 ,

Raman) cm01 are assigned mainly to Ha ab1.vibrations. Due to this mixing, the initial ir
1461MW(E1) cm01 band, CH3 ab2(86), splits into The observed bands at 1168M(A , ir ) ,

1171MS(E1 , ir ) , and 1167MS(A , Raman) cm01 ,two bands with increased intensity: one at
1472M(E1) cm01 , CH3 ab2(36) and CN s(27), and which on N-deuteration appear at 1168MW(A , ir ) ,

1179MW(E1 , ir ) , and 1171M(A , Raman) cm01 ,the other at 1445S(E1) cm01 , mainly CH3 ab2(37)
and CN s(25). Although these two bands have arise mainly from NCa s. The quite weak bands at

1012VW(A , ir ) and 1015W(A , Raman) cm01 , onnearly the same PEDs, the difference in their ir
intensities must be due to their different dipole de- N-deuteration at 1016MW(A , ir ) cm01 with more
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intensity and at 1017VW(A , Raman) cm01 , arise Skeletal Deformation and Other Amide Modes. The
three observed bands near the 900 cm01 region,mainly from CaCb s (mixed with CH3 r for a-PLA).

Overall, the bands related to the CH3 r modes which move down a little on N-deuteration, are well
reproduced in our calculation and arise from CNCacannot be well separated since these vibrations are

pretty well mixed with skeletal stretches (and with d, CO ib, CH3 r1, and CaCb s: the band at 908(M,
ir, VVS, Raman)(A) cm01 , on N-deuteration atND ib in N-deuterated samples) . The observed

bands at 1108W(A , ir ) , 1109M(E1 , ir ) , 1106S(A , 887M(A , ir ) and 888VVS(A , Raman) cm01 , arises
mainly from CNCa d and CO ib; the band atE2 , Raman), and 1108MS(E1 , Raman) cm01 arise

mainly from CH3 r1 mixed with CaCb s, on N-deutera- 891M(E1 , ir ) and 892sh(E1 , Raman) cm01 , on N-
deuteration at 882M(E1 , ir ) cm01 , comes fromtion appearing at 1134VW(A , ir), 1144W(E1 ,

ir ) , 1134M(A , Raman), and 1142sh(E1 , Raman) CaCb s, CH3 r1, and CO ib; while the Raman band at
882MW(E2) cm01 , on N-deuteration at 878sh(E2)cm01 due to additional mixing with NCaC d.

Throughout the refinement process, the 1106S(E2) cm01 , contains a dominant CaCb s component. The
ND-Raman band at 878sh(E2) cm01 was not con-cm01 band was not considered, but is well repro-

duced. A band whose origin is still uncertain was sidered in the early stages of refinement, but it was
well predicted as a result of the fitting process forobserved near 1094 cm01 as a shoulder on the strong

Raman band near 1107S cm01 ; it was more promi- the other bands. Note that the origin of very strong
Raman intensity in the A-species band at 908 cm01 ,nent on N-deuteration, though no related band was

observed in the ir spectrum. This might be due to at 888 cm01 on N-deuteration, was considered to be
due mostly to CN s(23), CNCa d(16), and COa small amount of b structure.13,19 The observed

bands at 1050MS(E1) and 970W(A) cm01 in the ib(12) in the previous analysis, 18 while our new
result attributes it mainly to CNCa d and CO ib,ir, and at 1070MW(E2) , 1051W(E1) , 966MW(A) ,

942VW(E1) , and 930MW(E2) cm01 in the Raman, with a small CN s(8) contribution.
The observed bands at 772MW(E1) cm01 in thewhich are not seen in polyglycine I while similar

bands are present in b-PLA2, arise mainly from the ir and at 752MW(A) and 753MW(E2) cm01 in the
Raman, on N-deuteration at 764M(E1 , ir ) ,side chain CH3 r modes. The 1070MW(E2) band

arises from CH3 r2 and a small portion of CH3 r1. 751W(A , Raman), and 753MW(E2 , Raman)
cm01 , arise mainly from the CO ob mode, whoseThe bands near 1050(E1 ) cm01 , which arise from

CH3 r2 and CaCb s, appear at 1061M(E1 , ir ) cm01 transition moment is nearly perpendicular to the he-
lix axis and is expected to remain nearly unchangedand 1062MW(E1 , Raman) cm01 on N-deutera-

tion. The band at 970W( A , ir ) and 966M( A , Ra- on N-deuteration, and these bands can be assigned
to the amide VI modes. A poorly resolved weakman) cm01 , which arises from CH3 r2, CaC s,

NCa s, and CaCb s, seems to split in a-PLA-ND broad band centered near 773 cm01 was observed
in all Raman spectra; it is more prominent in E1into two bands—one at 1000M(A , ir ) and

1001MS( A , Raman) cm01 and the other at spectra and moves down near 764 cm01 on N-deu-
teration. The observed Raman 753MW(E2) cm01946(MW, ir, M, Raman) ( A ) cm01 — due to the

interaction with ND ib; and the newly appearing band seems to arise from the axx component, 22 and
after trials was not considered in the refinementbands at 974W(E1 , ir ) , 973M(E1 , Raman) , and

968M(E2 , Raman) cm01 arise mostly from ND process.
Incidentally, we noticed that the frequencies inib and can be assigned to the amide III * modes.

The Raman 942VW(E1 ) cm01 band [which was this region are significantly affected by the hydro-
gen-bonded angle-bend force constants. The onlynot considered in the early stages of the refine-

ment process, but when we tried to reproduce the available ab initio hydrogen-bond force constants
were those calculated by Cheam using the 3-21Gobserved bands at 966MW(A ) and 930MW( E2 )

cm01 the calculated E1 frequency quickly con- basis set on a model complex of NMA hydrogen
bonded at the NH and CO groups to two formamideverged to the value of this band] appears as a

weak shoulder at 936sh (E1 ) cm01 on N-deutera- molecules. 24 At the early stage of the refinement
process, when we tried to use the ab initio hydrogen-tion, and it is well predicted by the calculated

frequency of 931(E1 ) cm01 with nearly the same bonded angle-bend force constants, f (NHrrrO b)
Å 0.11 mdynÅ and f (COrrrH b) Å 0.05 mdynÅ,PED as that of 942VW(E1 ) cm01 , viz., mainly

from CH3 r2 and NCa s. The band at 930MW(E2 ) which were scaled by a scale factor 0.86, the calcu-
lated frequency of NHrrrO b was higher than thatcm01 , which arises mainly from both CH3 r2, CN

s, and NCa s, appears at 922W(E2 ) cm01 in a- of CO ob, while the frequency of NDrrrO b was
lower than that of CO ob. No observed band couldPLA-ND.
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be found corresponding to this predicted frequency well as at 639M(A ) cm01 . The observed ir NH
bands at 639M(A ) and 612MS(E1 ) cm01 can bebehavior of NHrrrO b, and in order to reproduce

the observed amide VI modes and other lower fre- assigned to the amide V modes, while the
observed ND bands near 465MS(A ) andquency modes we had to reduce these force constant

values to f (NHrrrO b) Å 0.0147 mdynÅ and 459MS(E1 ) cm01 can be assigned to the amide
V * modes. The calculation shows a nearly equalf (COrrrH b) Å 0.010 mdyn/Å. Our refined force

constant value of the hydrogen-bonded HrrrO s, mixing between NH ob (ND ob) and CN t in the
amide V (V * ) modes. The amide V (V * ) modes0.141 mdyn/Å, is also smaller than the correspond-

ing ab initio value, 0.24 mdyn Å, which was scaled can give significant peaks in INS spectra and our
calculation also well accounts for the observedby a scale factor 0.80. What this says is that even

though the (scaled) ab initio force constants are INS band near 600M ({70) cm01 (Table VI) .
The weak bands at 623W( A ) and 593VW(E1 )reliable, the force constants related to the hydrogen-

bonded coordinates still need to be further im- cm01 , shown in far-ir ND spectra, seem to arise
from a small portion of b structure in this orientedproved.

The three observed bands at 693MW(A) and sample 58,59 [ this thicker sample may have more b
structure than the thinner samples used for the ir659MS(E1) cm01 in the ir and at 693MW(A , E2)

and 661MW(E2) cm01 in the Raman, which on N- spectra of Figure 1 (a ) – (h) ] .
The observed bands near 529 cm01 , on N-deu-deuteration slightly move down to 682MW(A , ir ) ,

649M(E1 , ir ) , 685(W -A , M-E2 , Raman), and teration near 524 cm01 , which are fairly strong in
both the ir (A , E1 ) and the Raman (A , E1 , E2 )655M(E2 , Raman) cm01 , showing a similar behav-

ior between A and E1 modes, arise from skeletal with slightly higher intensity in the A species, are
assigned to the amide IV (IV * ) modes, as in thedeformation and CaC s. Our well-reproduced calcu-

lation shows that the A band arises mainly from previous a-PLA studies. 8,18 Our well-reproduced
calculation shows that the A-species bands areNCaC d and the corresponding E2 species arises

mainly from CO ib and CaC s. Our assignment of mainly due to CO ib mixed with CaC s and CaCN
d, while the E1 and E2 species arise from NCaCthe band near 660(E1) cm01 to skeletal deformation

and small portions of NH ob, NCa t, and CN t is d mixed with CaC s and CO ib. In the refinement
process the E2 bands were not considered and thetotally different from that of the previous a-PLA

studies, in which it was improperly assigned to CN E1 bands were given smaller weight factors than
the A bands.t and NH ob and considered as one of the amide V

modes. Even though the Raman band near 693 cm01

shows more intensity in E2 than in A spectra, it is Low Frequency Region. The observed bands at
374M(A) and 373M(E1) cm01 in the ir and atbetter assigned to the A species from the observed

ir band at 693MW(A) cm01 , the observed Raman 375M(A) and 374(M-E1, MS-E2) cm01 in the Ra-
man, on N-deuteration at 372M(A , E1 , ir ) andintensity in the E2 spectra arising from an axx com-

ponent. 22 374(M-A , MS-E1 , MS-E2 , Raman) cm01 , are well
reproduced by our calculation. The slightly moreThe observed slightly broad ir bands at

639M(A ) and 612MS(E1 ) cm01 and a broad Ra- intense Raman E2 bands arise from Cb b1 mixed
with Cb b2, while the A and E1 bands are due toman band centered near 638MW(A ) cm01 disap-

pear on N-deuteration, and possibly related to both Cb b1 and CO ib mixed with CNCa d. The
observed bands at 289M(A , ir ) , 328MW(E1 , ir ) ,these bands, two very broad bands newly appear

near 465MS(A ) and 459MS(E1 ) cm01 in the ir. and 329W(E1 , Raman) cm01 , on N-deuteration at
288M(A , ir ) , 326MW(E1 , ir ) , and 326W(E1 , Ra-The bands at 612MS(E1 , ir ) and 459MS(E1 , ir )

cm01 are confidently assignable to NH ob and ND man) cm01 , arise mainly from Cb b2, and the Raman
E2 band at 311M cm01 , on N-deuteration at 308MSob, respectively, whose transition moments are

nearly perpendicular to the helix axis. The ob- cm01 , arises from skeletal deformations mixed with
Cb b2. The observed Raman band at 290MW(E2)served ir ND band at 465MS(A ) cm01 was not

considered in the early stages of the refinement cm01 , on N-deuteration at 289M(E2) cm01 , seems
to arise from the axx component (A species) . 22 Ifprocess, but during the reproduction of other ob-

served bands it was fairly well predicted and it we assume the 290MW(E2) cm01 band as a real
E2-species mode, we have to assign not only thiswas considered near the final stages with a smaller

weight factor than other bands. Our well-repro- band but also the ir 289M(A) cm01 band to fairly
localized CaCb t modes, whose vibrational intensityduced calculations reasonably account for the ob-

served band intensities at 465MS(A ) cm01 , as is believed to be very weak in Raman and ir spec-
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tra, 60 and this assumption is highly unlikely in view the ab initio results for various (L-Ala)2 conformers.
The hydrogen-bonded HrrrO s (DrrrO s) vibra-of both the observed vibrational intensities and the

observed strong INS peak50 near 230S ({19) cm01 tion appears as a small component in the A-species
mode. The observation of a very weak ir band atrelated to CaCb t.

The observed broad and very weak band at 84VW(E1) cm01 , on N-deuteration at 86VW(E1)
cm01 , where only Raman active E2 modes are well242VW(E1, ir) cm01, on N-deuteration at 251VW(E1,

ir) cm01 , was not considered in the refinement process, assigned, may be due to some irregularities in the
helical structure or to end effects. Below the 70although it was assigned to CaCb t in the previous

a-PLA studies.8,18 Our new analysis shows that the cm01 region, there were no reliable experimental
results available. Our calculation shows that allobserved bands at 263(VW, ir, MS, Raman)(A), on

N-deuteration at 262MS(A , Raman), is mainly due modes in this region are mainly due to backbone
torsions, in some cases mixed with hydrogen-to Cb b2 mixed with CaC t and CaCb t. Considering

the significant Raman intensity in this band, and in bonded HrrrO s (DrrrO s).
order to give a pretty localized PED in the A-species
CaCb t vibration, f (CaCb t) was decreased to 0.094
mdyn from the previous value of 0.110 mdyn.18 As

CONCLUSIONSmentioned previously, our calculation also well ac-
counts for the observed INS peak near 230S ({19)
cm01 related to CaCb t (Table VI). The observed New experimental and theoretical studies have led

to significant improvements in our understanding ofRaman E2 band at 209M cm01 , on N-deuteration at
207M cm01 , is well reproduced and arises mainly the vibrational dynamics of a-helical poly-

(L-alanine) . Our definitive polarized Raman (A , E1 ,from Cb b2 and Ca CN d.
The observed bands at 188MW(E1) cm01 in the E2) and ir (A , E1) spectra for oriented samples of a-

PLA and its N-deuterated analogue have permittedir and at 189M(E1) cm01 in the Raman, on N-deu-
teration at 185MW(E1 , ir ) and 187MS(E1 , Raman) more accurate band assignments than were pre-

viously possible. All the assigned bands are verycm01 , may arise from Cb b1 and Cb b2, while the
observed bands at 163(MW, ir, M, Raman) (E1) well reproduced (to less than 5 cm01 above 200

cm01) as a result of a least-squares refinement pro-cm01 , on N-deuteration at 162(MW, ir, M, Raman)
(E1) cm01 , are mainly due to CNCa d and CaC t. cess based on the ab initio force fields of small

peptides like NMA and (L-Ala)2 . The resulting re-The observed Raman E2 band at 162M cm01 , on
N-deuteration at 161M cm01 , which has nearly the fined force field also well explains the observed INS

spectra of a-PLA samples,50 thus providing a solidsame intensity and frequency as those of the E1

band, is considered to be a real E2 band in view of base for the vibrational analysis of other helical
polypeptides as well as supporting the reliability ofthe observed weak intensity in the A spectra, 22 and

may arise from NH ob (ND ob) and NCa t. The the force field.
Another new feature of our force field is the in-observed weak shoulder near 157sh(E2) cm01 in the

Raman, which is more prominent on N-deuteration, troduction of direct nonbonded interaction force
constants to reproduce observed splittings betweenmay arise from combinations of the calculated fre-

quencies at 125(E1) and 41(E1) cm01 , both in NH symmetry species for amide I and amide II modes.
This not only gives a more accurate and simpleand ND spectra.

The observed bands at 119M(A) and 116M(E1) TDC description of these splittings, but it avoids
the weak coupling and perturbation assumptions ofcm01 in the ir and at 119sh(A) and 84M(E2) cm01

in the Raman, on N-deuteration at 122M(A , ir ) , previous treatments. The analysis of the ab initio
peptide force fields shows that, besides structure-115M(E1 , ir ) , 120M(A , Raman), and 86MS(E2 ,

Raman) cm01 , arise mainly from backbone torsions. independent force constants that can be moderately
transferable to other peptide structures, there areNote that the correct band assignment in these well-

separated bands is crucial to estimate the correct structure-sensitive interaction force constants that
cannot be directly transferable and whose conforma-values of backbone torsion force constants. In order

to reproduce the observed frequency values near tion dependence should be determined in order to
obtain comparably accurate normal mode analyses.120 cm01 in A and E1 spectra, which arise mainly

from CaC t and NCa t, the values of f (CaC t) and Overall, we find that ab initio quantum mechanical
calculations for small peptides provide reasonablef (NCa t ) have to be significantly increased from

the previous small values18 of 0.06 and 0.087 mdyn, interaction force constants for polypeptides, al-
though the hydrogen-bonded force constants arerespectively, and this indeed is also consistent with
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